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Abstract

In this paper we examine different approaches to obtain

judgments of perceptual prominence. We discuss dif-

ferent prominence scales, the influence of the linguistic

unit on which prominence is rated and the normalisation

of prominence judgments. We propose the use of a

multilevel scale for obtaining prominence judgments.

It seems that naı̈ve listeners can rate word prominence

better than syllable prominence, resulting in better

correlations to acoustics. It is shown that normalisation

should be applied to the obtained ratings.

Index Terms: prosody, prominence, methods, normali-

sation, acoustic correlates

1. Introduction

It is widely accepted that prominence is a perceptual con-

struct that describes the perceived strength of a given

linguistic unit in the context of its neighbours. Ques-

tions remain whether prominence is gradual or categor-

ical, whether prominence should be labeled on the word

or syllable level, and also whether there is something like

“absolute” prominence or if prominence has to be seen as

relative to its context. Unfortunately, many papers deal-

ing with prominence do not offer, or refer to, a defini-

tion of prominence. As pointed out by [1], many results

in studies on prominence might be influenced by the ap-

proach chosen by the respective authors. In our studies,

we refer to the definition given in [2]. Here, prominence

is defined as the gradual perceived strength of a linguistic

unit relativ to its environment.

A variety of methodological approaches have been

used in prominence research. Experiments on natural

[3, 4] and manipulated stimuli [5, 6] were conducted.

Production experiments were carried out [1] as well as

work using corpora with annotated prominence [7, 8].

Some studies dealt with the prediction of prominence [9],

and some focused on the automatic annotation of promi-

nence from the signal [10, 11] and others on the sys-

tematic differences between automatic and human anno-

tated prominence [8]. There are also studies examining

the influence of linguistic knowledge on the perceptual

prominence [4, 12, 13]. This set of studies used a range

of different scales, measure prominence on different lin-

guistic levels and also have different conceptualisations

of prominence. Moreover, the research has targeted dif-

ferent languages. While different approaches, like exper-

imental vs. corpus work, are valuable to examine differ-

ent questions, one has to be very careful when comparing

the results of studies that use different methods to capture

prominence.

In section 2 and 3 we will summarise the results of

[17, 18]. In [17] 216 subjects rated 15 sentences in Ger-

man with four different rating scales. In [18] 36 subjects

rated word prominence versus syllable prominence on 15

sentences in German. In section 4 we will report results

based on a normalisation of the data from these studies.

2. Evaluation of prominence rating scales

Many different rating scales have been employed in

prominence research. A large number of studies use a

binary scale, e.g. [14, 15, 16]. The clear advantage of

this procedure is that it is easy to use for the annotators.

It has been argued by [14] that with n raters one gets a

n-level scale of prominence. However, this leads to yet

another problem. If one uses the number of raters say-

ing a given unit is prominent, one confuses the amount

of prominence with the confidence of the rating. With a

multilevel scale one can see how much prominence is as-

signed to a given unit and how confident the annotators

are. Our data [17, 18] indicate that high confidence is not

equal to extreme prominence ratings and vice versa. A

variety of multilevel scales were used in the literature in-

cluding a 3-point [8], 4-point [19], 11-point [20] and 31-

point scale [3, 12, 13]. Two studies that focused on the

use of scales found contradicting results [21, 19]. Grover

et al. found that scales with more levels result in more

reliable results [21], while Jensen and Tondering prefer a

4-point scale [19]. The results obtained with the three

tested scales – binary, 4-point and 31-point scale - do
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Figure 1: Word prominence rating of a sentence in study

[18]. In Berlin ist es echt schön - It is really nice in

Berlin.

not differ much. However, the authors argue that the 31-

point scale is harder to use for naı̈ve listeners, who cannot

fully exploit it. For this reason, one finds less pronounced

prominence patterns with the 31-point scale. In [17] we

presented evidence that the use of multilevel scales, like

a 11- or 31-point scale, has advantages over the use of

a 4-point and a continuous scale for rating prominence.

No evidence was found for the arguments that multilevel

scales cannot be fully utilized by naı̈ve listeners, that an

increasing number of levels on a scale results in less pro-

nounced prominence profiles, or that an larger number of

levels is harder to use.

3. Prominence on different linguistic levels

The different aspects of perceptual prominence have been

examined in studies on the word and syllable level. A sys-

tematic variation of the linguistic unit was only reported

in [14]. In [18] we presented results suggesting that there

is no simple relation between the prominence rated on the

word level and syllable prominence ratings. We found

that complex interactions influence the assigned promi-

nence on the different linguistic levels. Figures 1 and 2

show the prominence of the same sentence, rated on the

word level by one group of subjects (Fig. 1) and on the

syllable level by another group of subjects (Fig. 2). For

instance, the word prominence of “Berlin” is much higher

than the syllable prominence of “lin”, which carries lex-

ical stress in the word “Berlin”. There is a significant

difference in the first word “In”, probably due to the big

difference in the prominence of the neighbour. Effects of
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In Ber lin ist es echt schön

Figure 2: Syllable prominence of a sentence in study [18].

In Berlin ist es echt schön - It is really nice in Berlin.

these types were very frequent. In general, word promi-

nence tends to be stronger than the prominence of the per-

tinent lexically stressed syllable. Often, units show dif-

ferences in prominence ratings caused by the prominence

variability of the context. Table 1 shows that the correla-

tions between acoustic features and the prominence rat-

ings are greater for the ratings on the word level. Com-

bined with the finding of lower costs (cf. [18]) for the rat-

ing on the word level, one can conclude that rating on the

word level is easier for naı̈ve listeners than on the syllable

level.

4. Normalisation

The normalisation of prominence ratings is reported

rarely (but see [4, 24]). In [23] different approaches

of normalisation of prominence ratings were evaluated

on one data set. The study found that normalisation of

prominence ratings significantly improves the correlation

between prominence ratings and acoustic correlates of

prominence. We applied a normalisation to the data of

[17] and [18] by using the z-transformation, which is de-

scribed by equation 1.

Table 1: Acoustic correlates (Pearson cc) for the raw data

of study [18]

Word prominence Syllable prominence

Dauer r= .69 ; p < .001 r= .41 ; p < .001

Maximum f0 r= .54 ; p < .001 r= .40 ; p < .001

Intensitt r= .53 ; p < .001 r= .39 ; p < .001
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Syllable prominence raw data
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Figure 3: Raw syllable prominence ratings of a sentence

in study [18]. Er fährt im Juli nach Luzern - He will go

to Luzern in July.

Zn =

Rn − µ

σ
(1)

Rn is the prominence on the syllable n, µ is the mean

and σ the standard deviation of all ratings. All statistical

calculations were carried out by means of R [22].

4.1. Results

We found several advantages in using normalised promi-

nence ratings. Correlations between acoustics and promi-

nence ratings improve in most cases in both data sets. Ta-

ble 2 shows the correlations between acoustics and the

normalised prominence ratings from [18]. In [17] the

priming effect could only be replicated using the 31-point

scale. We primed each group with a prominence pattern

to a syntactic structure and measured whether a syllable

that differed in the pattern of the one group was rated sig-

nificantly different by the other group where the promi-

nence of that syllable matched the priming pattern. After

the normalisation the effect was replicated with the 31-

point and the 11-point scale (see Table 3). The effect

Table 2: Acoustic correlates (Pearson cc) for the nor-

malised data reported in [18]

Word prominence Syllable prominence

Duration r= .70 ; p < .001 r= .39 ; p < .001

Maximum f0 r= .54 ; p < .001 r= .43 ; p < .001

Intensity r= .54 ; p < .001 r= .44 ; p < .001
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Figure 4: Normalised syllable prominence ratings of a

sentence in study [18]. Er fährt im Juli nach Luzern - He

will go to Luzern in July..

is not significant for the ratings obtained with the 4-point

and continuous scale. Figure 3 shows the raw prominence

ratings of a sentence from the data of [18]. The last sylla-

ble carries the lexical stress of the last word. One would

expect this syllable to receive a higher prominence rating

than the first syllable of the same word. However, we see

that the last syllable shows large disagreement in the rat-

ings and that the mean of the last syllable is below the

mean of the first syllable. Figure 4 shows the normalised

prominence ratings for the same sentence. It is evident

that after normalisation the ratings are much more in line

with the linguistic expectations.

4.2. Discussion

The general findings from [17] and [18] are not changed

by using normalised data. The normalisation shows some

positive effects on the prominence profiles. The correla-

Table 3: Results of the priming in [17] using the raw data

and normalised data with the four different scales. The

Wilcoxon test shows whether the manipulated syllable is

rated significantly different by the two groups of subjects.

4-point 11-point 31-point continuous

Raw W = 140.5 W = 185.5 W = 229 W = 143.5

p = .49 p = .46 p < .05 p = .56

Z W = 175 W = 342 W = 229 W = 171

p = .34 p < .05 p < .05 p = .39
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tions between the acoustic features and the normalised

prominence ratings are better after the normalisation for

both data sets. This is in line with the findings in [23].

Moreover, prominence perception agrees better with lin-

guistic expectations. As expected, normalisation com-

pensates artefacts in the ratings, as shown in Figures 3

and 4. Since the effect of priming was preserved, these

results give further support for the finding that priming of

prominence pattern can be effective. After normalisation,

the priming effect could be replicated with both the 11-

and 31-point scale.

5. Conclusions

We conclude that the use of a scale with a larger num-

ber of levels provides interesting insights into the percep-

tion of prominence by naı̈ve listeners. Contrary to ratings

with a binary scale, one can observe both the perceived

prominence profiles and inter-rater confidence. That is,

subjects show a higher agreement on judging prominence

of particular units, but units with high agreement are not

necessarily the most prominent ones in an utterance. It

will be interesting to investigate these variations in more

detail. The ratings obtained with multilevel scales yield

good correlations to the acoustics and facilitate the de-

tection of rating differences. We did not find any disad-

vantages related to rating difficulties. The priming effect

from [13] was replicated using the 11-point and 31-point

scale. Its replication failed with the 4-point and the con-

tinuous scale.

Word prominence is easier to rate than syllable

prominence for naı̈ve listeners. Since the results of

prominence retings obtained on the word and syllable

level differ significantly, one should be careful when

comparing results from studies using different levels of

units for annotation.

We found that the normalisation of prominence rat-

ings has several advantages. Prominence profiles are

more in line with well-known acoustic correlates and

show a better discrimination of rating differences. Fur-

thermore, normalisation results in fewer artefacts in the

prominence ratings. The effect that within a given type

of unit the subjects agree more on particular units than

on others does not disappear after normalisation. In sum,

normalisation does not alter the main findings of [17, 18]

but tends to make results more robust.
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